
 

HANDOUT: From Vision into Practice 
The third in the ‘An introduction to middle leadershi p’ series from Bite Sized Training  

SLIDE 3: WHAT IS VISION 

ACTIVITY 

• Individually, use post its to record words that come into your head when you consider the term 
vision in the context of school leadership. 

• Now collate your post its on a piece of flip chart paper with those of others in the group 

• Look at the similarities and differences. 

• Use the post its to come up with a group definition of the term ‘Vision’. 
 

SLIDE 4: THE LEADERSHIP / MANAGEMENT ISSUE 

ACTIVITY 

Work together to identify those elements of your middle leadership role that are: 
 

• Leadership 

• Management 

• Administration 
 
Do you think the balance is right? 
What would you change and why? 
 

SLIDE 5: COMMUNICATING THE VISION 

ACTIVITY 

 
Try to summarise the vision you have for your area of the school in either one short paragraph or an 
illustration. 
 
If someone were to visit your school, what evidence would they find of your vision for your area? 
 
How do you communicate this vision to your colleagues, students and parents? 
 

SLIDE 6: HOW DO YOU KNOW YOUR AREA IS EFFECTIVE? 

ACTIVITY 

This activity uses a useful leadership monitoring tool called RAG MONITORING – where RAG stands for RED, AMBER, 

GREEN 

Consider these key indicators of an effective school: 

• Which would you rate GREEN – we do this consistently well 

• Which would you rate AMBER – we sometimes do this well 

• Which would you rate RED – we seldom or never do this well. 

What would be your first steps to move RED areas towards AMBER and AMBER areas towards GREEN? 

How do you celebrate those GREEN areas? 

 

Slide 9: Evaluation is not just about data 

There are a number of factors that colour our judgment on the quality of the areas of school we lead: 
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• the quality of teaching and learning 

• the curriculum 

• care and guidance provided by the school 

• the aspiration challenge and support from school leaders and governors 

• support from families 

• the pupils’ resilience and attitude to learning 
 

ACTIVITY 

How would you RAG rate each of these criteria for 
the area of school you lead? 
 

SLIDE 10: STRATEGIC PLANNING 

ACTIVITY 

 
Work through this five-step model for one thing 
you and your team would like to improve. 

 

SLIDE 11: THERE’S NO ‘I’ IN TEAM 

Activity: Decision making 

 
Generally, all middle leaders will consider the 
following factors when making decisions: 
 

• The impact on students 

• The impact on your area of the school 

• The implications on other areas of the school 

• The likely impact on the school as a whole 

• The public implications – what will be seen externally? 

• The hidden implications – what will go unnoticed or surface later? 
 
Produce a mind-map to show how your middle leadership takes into account these factors when you 
implement the change you planned in the last activity. 
 

SLIDE 12: MAKING IT WORK AT WORK 

 
ACTIVITY: What will you do as a result of this Bite Sized Training? 
 
Working in groups, look at the action sheet you have produced during today’s training. 
 
• What are the three key learning points for you? 
• What will you change tomorrow to improve your middle leadership? 
• How will you know when your change has been successful? 


